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Please read the following instructions carefully. Keep this instruction manual for future reference. Tools required: Two Phillips head screwdrivers (not included) and wrench (included).

For technical support call 1-800-268-6237 or e-mail customerservice@summerinfant.com

WARNING:
This product contains small parts. Adult assembly required.
Exercise care when unpacking and assembling product.
For use with children from 6 - 24 months.

INSTRUCTION MANUAL
Sure&Secure® Secure Entry Metal Gate
Thank you for buying the Sure&Secure® Secure Entry Metal Gate from Summer Infant. This hardware-mounted gate helps you create and maintain a secure environment for your child in many locations. It is especially suitable at the top or bottom of stairs. It has special hardware that allows you to install it so the hinged swinging door opens only in one direction away from the stairs. The easy to use one handed latch is convenient if your hands are full. It's fully adjustable to fit openings from 28” to 54” (71 cm to 137 cm) wide and 30” (76 cm) tall.

Please read all the instructions before installing the gate.

WARNING: IMPORTANT! KEEP FOR FUTURE REFERENCE!
• To prevent serious injury or death, securely install gate and use according to manufacturer’s instructions.
• Never use with a child able to climb over or dislodge the gate.
• Never leave child unattended.
• Use only with lock securely engaged.
• Do not use if any components are missing or damaged.
• This product will not necessarily prevent all accidents. Proper adult supervision is required at all times.
• Adult assembly required. Exercise care when unpacking and assembling product.

CAUTION:
KEEP SMALL PARTS OUT OF CHILD'S REACH.

FEATURES & COMPONENTS:

SIMPLE ASSEMBLY INSTALLATION:
new! Includes preset hardware to make gate installation quick and easy! (no wall templates needed!)

1. Attach temporary foot supports. Attach main panel to wall using pre-assembled hinges.
2. Attach support foot, then adjust gate panels to fit desired width. Screw together.
3. Use included guides to mark holes for latches.
4. Attach upper and lower latches.
5. Adjust support foot. Done!
**OPERATION:**

**SET-UP:**

**Hinge Installation:**

**Step 1:** Measure the width of the opening where you intend to install the gate. (One panel: 28" – 30") (Two panels: 50.5" – 54").

**Step 2:** Snap matching foot supports onto gate (Figure A). Foot supports rest on floor (Figure B). Foot supports ensure proper floor spacing during assembly.

**Step 3:** Line up gate to wall edge. Be certain that hinge is touching wall top and bottom (Figure B), and pointing down (Figure E). Bottom edge is a baseboard, you will need to adjust the top hinge accordingly by turning the threaded latch spindles until gate panel is flush against the wall (Figure C). Mark screw holes with pencil (Figure E). Ensure that the gate panel is vertically aligned (Figure D).

**IMPORTANT NOTE:** Screws are provided for mounting the hinges and latches directly to wood. If mounting into wallboard, use the wall anchor and washers provided. If you are mounting the gate to another surface, purchase and use the appropriate hardware.

**NOTE:** Wall anchors are needed:

a) Pre-drill a hole in the wall (7/32" or 5.5 mm drill bit)

b) Insert the wall anchors (included) into the hole with a hammer, tap gently on the end until the wall anchor is flush with the wall.

**SAFETY WARNING:** IF INSTALLING GATE AT TOP OF STAIRS, DO NOT MOUNT INTO WALLBOARD.

**Step 4:** Line up hinge top assembly to 4 pre-marked screw holes and mount to wall with wood screws (Figure E). Repeat for bottom hinge assembly, keeping gate straight and vertical (Figure F). Remove temporary foot supports.

**Helpful Hint:** Swing out gate to make it easier to screw into screw holes.

**Support Foot Installation:**

The support foot prevents the end of the gate from bottoming out if anyone stands or leans on the gate.

**Step 5:** Using one set of the post screws, attach the two inner foot pieces around the bottom of the gate panel. The post and screw should pass through the hole in the gate. Tighten post screws securely using 2 screwdrivers. Insert and tighten outer foot screw.

**Step 6:** Screw the outer foot piece on to the inner foot piece by turning clockwise. Tighten outer foot as much as possible. See Figure G for fully assembled view. The outer foot can be adjusted down after gate is assembled.

**Latch Installation:**

**IMPORTANT NOTE:** If installing additional panel, see Additional Panel Assembly section before proceeding with latch installation.

**IMPORTANT NOTE:** If using one panel only, remove plastic threaded screws and replace with metal latch spindles.

**Step 7:** Place upper latch guide onto pre-assembled latch spindle. Turn latch spindle until gate panel is flush against wall. Ensure that arrow on upper latch guide is facing up. Mark holes with pencil (Figure I).

**Step 8:** Place lower latch guide onto pre-assembled latch spindle. Turn latch spindle until gate panel is flush against wall. Mark holes with pencil.

**IMPORTANT NOTE:** If installing at top of stairs, wall cup installation is needed. See Top Of Stairs Installation section. Flanged side of wall cups must face stairs.

**Step 9:** Remove upper/lower latch guides. Drill pilot holes with 1/8" or 5 mm drill bit, approximately 1 inch deep and then allow steps below. Line up upper latch to 2 pre-drilled screw holes and mount to wall with wood screws (Figure J). Repeat for lower latch, keeping gate straight and vertical.

**ADDITIONAL PANEL ASSEMBLY:**

**Step 10:** To use with one extension Panel B, slide Panel B against wall. Then align Panel B to the two nearest adjustment screw holes in the top rails of Panel A. Insert the post screw receivers into two aligned holes; insert and tighten post screws securely (Figures K and L). Repeat for the bottom two rails ensuring that they are securely tightened.

**Step 11:** By turning the threaded latch spindles, line up Panel B to wall edge.

**FINAL INSTALLATION:**

**IMPORTANT NOTE:** Be certain to keep equal spacing on each side, never exceeding 3" (Figure M). Adjust upper latch spindle by loosening the spindle lock nut with the wrench. Make sure that the upper latch spindle is properly locked onto the upper latch. Screw threaded latched nut will adjust. If you start to see the gray marking on the spindle, then you have unscrewed too far. Swing lock nuts until tight against end of gate. Once gate is in place, check to ensure that it is properly fixed and secure.

**Top of Stairs Installation:**

**Step 12:** If installing gate at top of stairs, choose the direction you want the gate to open, based on Figure N. Stand on the "swing" side of the gate. (The side you want to be on when the gate opens toward you) and position the wall cups so that the raised ridge is away from you.

**Note:** If gate is not installed at top of stairs, you may install latches without wall cups to allow gate to open in both directions.

**Step 13:** Locate upper wall cup, based on door opening option chosen. Insert upper latch into upper wall cup, and mount using two wood screws (Figure O).

**Step 14:** Locate lower wall cup, based on door opening option chosen. Insert lower latch into lower wall cup, and mount using two wood screws (Figure P).

**Maintenance:**

1. Regularly check spindle lock nuts to make sure the gate is secured in place.

2. Do not use the gate if any components are damaged or missing.

3. Wipe surface with a damp cloth or sponge using mild detergent and warm water.

---

**Visit us at:**

www.summerinfant.com

We at Summer Infant stand behind all of our products. If you are not completely satisfied or have any questions, please contact our Customer Service Department at 1-800-268-6237 or e-mail us at customerservice@summerinfant.com.
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